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Abstract
In this letter, we relate the free energy of the 0A matrix model to the sum of topo-
logical and anti-topological string amplitudes. For arbitrary integer multiples of the
matrix model self-dual radius we describe the geometry on which the corresponding
topological string propagates. This geometry is not the one that follows from the
usual ground ring analysis, but in a sense its “holomorphic square root”. Mixing of
terms for different genus in the matrix model free energy yields one-loop terms com-
patible with type II strings on compact Calabi–Yau target spaces. As an application,
we give an explicit example of how to relate the 0A matrix model free energy to
that of a four-dimensional black hole in type IIB theory, compactified on a compact
Calabi–Yau. Variables, Legendre transforms, and large classical terms on both sides
match perfectly.
June 2005
1 Introduction
Recently, a very interesting relation between four-dimensional N = 2 supersymmetric
BPS black holes and topological strings has been proposed [1]. This correspondence
relates the black hole free energy in type IIB string theory, compactified on a Calabi–
Yau threefold, to the topological and anti-topological string amplitudes on this same
manifold, according to
FBH = Ftop + F top. (1)
In this relation, the complex structure moduli of the Calabi–Yau are fixed in terms
of the black hole charges by certain attractor equations.
Topological strings are often related to matrix models. It is well known that
the topological theory on the conifold is perturbatively equivalent to c = 1 bosonic
non-critical string theory at self-dual radius, and hence to a matrix model [2]. In
fact, there are quite general correspondences between matrix models and topological
strings on non-compact Calabi–Yaus based on ground ring considerations [3, 4, 5, 6].
Usually, the advocated correspondence relates the matrix model free energy FMM
directly to the topological string amplitude Ftop. However, as is by now well known,
the exponential of Ftop should not be viewed as a partition function, but rather as a
wave function [7, 8, 9]. Thus, it seems unnatural to relate FMM directly to Ftop. If
FMM is a true free energy one should rather make the identification1
FMM = Ftop + F top, (2)
thereby directly relating the free energy of the matrix model to the one for the black
hole. We will see many indications in this paper that this is the right way to think of
the relation between matrix models and topological strings. In particular, as we will
show in an explicit example in section 3, the black hole free energy resulting from
a deformed conifold with complex deformation parameter is precisely given by the
free energy of the 0A matrix model at the self-dual radius. From the construction
we present in section 2, the generalization to n times the self-dual radius, and its
interpretation in terms of n conifolds, is straightforward2. The underlying property of
the 0A model which makes this interpretation natural is its holomorphic factorization,
as we will discuss in section 2.
Note that the identification of the 0A model at self-dual radius with a single
conifold is different from what one naively may expect from ground ring relations.
The reason for this is exactly the holomorphic factorization, which forces us to look
at a manifold which in a sense is also the “holomorphic square root” of the one given
by the defining relation of the matrix model ground ring. By studying the 0A and 0B
1Note that this does not mean that the identification of the c = 1 free energy with the topological
string amplitude is wrong, since in that case one divides the natural (and real) free energy by two
so to make it agree with 2d space-time calculations. However, the result is only true for a particular
choice of polarization of the phase space H3(CY ).
2This will also serve to clarify some of the results in [10], where the issue of associating specific
radii to a certain number of conifolds was discussed.
1
matrix models [11, 12] at various radii, and investigating their relation to the c = 1
matrix model, we show how these new geometries are constructed.
The procedure also gives new insights on the genus expansions of the matrix model
free energy. In particular there will be a crucial mixing between genus 0 and genus 1
terms. The result of the mixing is that the genus 1 term in the expansion of the free
energy will have the numerical coefficient −1/12 for both the holomorphic and the
anti-holomorphic term. As explained in [13], and later pointed out in [2], this is what
is required for string theory to resolve the singularity associated to the shrinking of a
cycle in the geometry. Again, this result is different from what one may expect from
a naive ground ring analysis.
We then turn to the correspondence between matrix models and black holes. As
has been argued recently [10], the relations mentioned above allow for a description of
the black hole entropy3 in terms of the free energy of a matrix model. However, there
are some important issues that need to be clarified in the proposed correspondence.
Most importantly, in [10] non-compact Calabi–Yaus are considered as internal spaces
for string compactification. When we view these as local models for compact Calabi–
Yaus, we would like to think of all parameters of the noncompact Calabi–Yau as
moduli. Hence, the manifold must have at least one A-cycle at infinity, and it is not
straightforward to obtain the dependence of the black hole entropy on all the charges.
In the present letter we remedy this deficiency by treating compact Calabi–Yaus. It
may sound strange that a matrix model can say something about string theory on
a compact Calabi–Yau. The reason this happens here is that one can find special
charge configurations which, through the attractor equations of [14, 15], result in a
singular compactification space only at the horizon. This is enough to allow one to
calculate the black hole free energy from the matrix model.
Thus, our internal space is a truly compact manifold which only near the black hole
horizon “decompactifies” into a conifold-like geometry. Note that this decompactifi-
cation only involves quantities that are expressed in terms of the complex structure
moduli. In particular, it seems perfectly possible to keep the Ka¨hler volume of the
Calabi-Yau finite throughout space-time. Since it is this volume which appears in the
four-dimensional Newton’s constant, we can really speak of four-dimensional gravity
with nonzero coupling constant (and hence, for instance, of true black holes) in this
context.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce the matrix models
and describe the new geometrical interpretation of the 0A matrix model. We explain
the crucial mixing of genus 0 and genus 1 terms that takes place at multiples of the
self-dual radius, and its implications for which geometry one should consider. We
also work out the case of fractional radii. In section 3 we discuss the correspondence
between black holes and matrix models. We describe how the attractor equations can
“decompactify” a compact internal space on the black hole horizon. As an explicit
3There has been some discussion recently on the question whether the quantity calculated in [1]
should really be called an entropy, or rather an index. We will use the term “entropy” throughout
this paper, but the reader should be aware that this term is not to be taken too literally.
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example, we study a Calabi–Yau with a conifold point. We match variables, Legen-
dre transforms, and large classical terms on the matrix model and black hole sides.
Finally, we summarize and discuss our results.
While this manuscript was being prepared for submission, we received the inter-
esting paper [16], which discusses the 0A and 0B matrix models in a lot of detail. Also
in that paper, the holomorphic factorization of the matrix model partition functions
plays an important role.
2 The geometry of the 0A matrix model
This section describes the geometrical interpretation we propose for the 0A matrix
model. Let us begin by explaining the matrix model nomenclature we use. In the
eigenvalue description, the c = 1 matrix model describes free fermions in an inverted
harmonic oscillator potential, with the Fermi sea filled on one side of the potential.
This model is nonperturbatively unstable due to tunnelling. The 0A matrix model4
differs from this model by a term M/x2 which is added to the potential. This de-
formation effectively removes one side of the potential, thus creating a stable model
with one Fermi sea. One could also consider the undeformed matrix model with both
sides of the potential filled. This corresponds to the 0B matrix model, which also is
non-perturbatively stable. The 0A and 0B matrix models were constructed in [11, 12],
and their relations at different radii were discussed in detail in [10], to which we refer
for further reading.
We will mainly be interested in matrix model free energies. Unless stated other-
wise, the free energies are given in the grand canonical ensemble. We use the notation
FMM = −2piβRFMM = lnZMM , (3)
where MM can stand for “c = 1”, “0A” or “0B”. ZMM and FMM are the usual
partition function and free energy of the matrix model. In the case of the c = 1
matrix model, we have
Fc=1(µ,R) = Re f(iµ, R) (4)
with
f(iµ, R) =
∑
n,m=0
ln
(
2n+ 1
2
+
2m+ 1
2R
+ iµ
)
. (5)
The genus expansion becomes
Fc=1(µ,R) = −
R
2
µ2 ln(µ)−
1
24
(
R +
1
R
)
ln(µ) + ... (6)
4The particular model we study was introduced and further studied in [17]-[25], and is also
known in the literature as the “deformed matrix model”. It can be shown by integrating out
eigenvalue phases that the gauged and holomorphic matrix model that is often used to describe the
two-dimensional type 0A string theory is equivalent to this Hermitean matrix model.
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Throughout the paper, we use units where α′ = 1/2 on the 0A and 0B sides and α′ = 1
on the c = 1 side. This means that the various self-dual radii are RASD =
1
2
, RBSD = 1
and Rc=1SD = 1, respectively.
The expansion for the 0A free energy [10] is given by
F0A(µ,R, q) = 2Re
[
f
(q + iµ
2
, 2R
)]
= 2Re
[
R(q/2 + iµ/2)2 ln(q/2 + iµ/2)
−
1
24
(
2R +
1
2R
)
ln(q/2 + iµ/2) + . . .
]
(7)
where q is related to the coefficient of the deformation term in the potential as
q2 = M + 1/4. In the corresponding two-dimensional string theory, q is the net
amount of D0-brane charge in the background. The above formula explicitly displays
the holomorphic factorization mentioned in the introduction. In a very precise sense,
the 0A partition function is the holomorphic square of the “complexified” c = 1
partition function.
Let us explain some of the perhaps strange-looking factors of i in the above for-
mulae. In the literature one usually encounters expansions in the parameters µ or
µ+ iq. However, as emphasized in [10], it is really the sign in front of µ that changes
when taking the complex conjugate. This may seem like an academic point since all
the signs are going to be squared away anyway. However, it will be important when
we construct the geometries, and natural later on when we are matching variables.
Moreover, it will matter for the nonperturbative part of the theory [10].
2.1 The 0A matrix model at self-dual radius
By going to a double scaling limit, it has been shown that the free energy of the c = 1
matrix model at self-dual radius is identical to the topological string amplitude on
the conifold [2]. The two terms in Eq. (6) then correspond to the genus 0 and genus
1 terms of the topological string. From Eq. (7) we also see that at self-dual radius,
the free energy of the 0A matrix model is identical to the sum of the topological and
anti-topological amplitudes of the conifold. We have the relation
F0A(µ,R
A
SD, q) = 2Re
[
f
(
q + iµ
2
, Rc=1SD
)]
= 2Re
[
Ftop
(
q + iµ
2
)]
. (8)
Thus, we relate the 0A matrix model at self-dual radius to the conifold, with the
equation
uv + (µ− iq) = st. (9)
Note that the 0A theory has enough real parameters to describe one complex modulus.
Only in the above expression and similar ones that follow, in order to make contact
with existing literature, we use the “conventional” notation where µ is the real part
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of the parameter and q the imaginary part. Note that we can do this without loss of
generality, since we can always for example rescale u and s by a factor of i.
Of course, since we take the real part of f , we could just as well have written it
as a function of q − iµ, leading to a conifold of the form
uv + (µ+ iq) = st. (10)
Now, we can see how these two manifolds are related to the usual ground ring geom-
etry. It has been proposed [5, 10] that the ground ring equation for the 0A model at
self-dual radius including both its deformations is
(uv + µ)2 = st− q2. (11)
We can rewrite this as
(uv + µ− iq)(uv + µ+ iq) = st. (12)
It is useful to view this geometry as a fibration over the uv-plane. The fiber st = const
is a cylinder, except over the loci uv + (µ ± iq) = 0, where it is the intersection of
two complex planes in a single point. As is well-known (see the appendix of [10] for
a pictorial explanation) the complex structure moduli of the manifold are related to
A-cycles which are localized near these loci, and B-cycles which start there and run off
to infinity. Since for q large these loci are far away from each other, the geometry of
Eq. (12) then effectively reduces to two independent copies of the deformed conifolds
we mentioned above. This is the intuitive reason why in the right polarization and
perturbatively, the topological amplitude on the ground ring geometry and the sum
of topological and anti-topological conifold amplitudes give the same result.
Since the 0A model is well defined beyond its perturbative expansion [11, 12],
it would clearly be interesting to further explore also its nonperturbative aspects at
special radii.
2.2 The 0A matrix model at other radii
It is natural to ask whether the 0A matrix model at other radii corresponds to topo-
logical string theories on other singular geometries. It was argued in [26, 13] that the
type II string compactified on a compact Calabi–Yau with shrinking cycles is only
non-singular if the corresponding topological string amplitude has a one-loop term
coefficient of −k/12, k ∈ Z. Eq. (7) shows that, apart from at self-dual radius, the
0A matrix model does not satisfy this requirement. Hence, it seems that we are in big
trouble if we want to identify the general matrix models we consider with topological
strings — in particular if we would like these topological strings to live on double
scaling limits of compact manifolds, as we will in the next section.
However, because of the double scaling limit the parameters in the model will be of
the same order of magnitude as Planck’s constant, and it is not immediately obvious
anymore that one can match the expressions on the matrix model and the topological
5
string side genus by genus. In particular, it might be the case that the genus 0 term
on the matrix model side contributes to the genus 1 term on the topological string
side. Similar types of genus mixing have previously been considered in [27, 28]. Below
we argue that this is the correct way of viewing the matrix model free energy.
As a motivation we show that, in order for the 0A expression to reduce to 0B as
M → 0, we need to make such a reinterpretation of terms. If we plug in q = 1
2
in Eq.
(7) we get an expression
F0A(µ,R,
1
2
) = 2Re
[
R
4
(
1
4
− µ2) ln(µ+ i
1
2
)−
1
24
(2R +
1
2R
) ln(µ+ i
1
2
) + ...
]
, (13)
where we have skipped imaginary and analytic terms. We see that we cannot match
the genus 0 (1) term in this expression to the genus 0 (1) term of the 0B free energy
directly. For example, the self-dual radius of the 0B model is 1, while in this expression
it appears to be 1/2. However, if we move the R
16
ln(µ + iq) from the genus 0 term
to the genus 1 term in Eq. (13), we indeed get the expression for half the 0B free
energy5. Note that we also get the correct self-dual radius for 0B by making this
shift.
We now turn to the reinterpretation of terms suitable for describing topological
strings on Calabi–Yau manifolds. To this end we use the formula of Gopakumar and
Vafa [29] for Fc=1(Rc=1SD /n):
Fc=1
(
µ,
Rc=1SD
n
)
=
(n−1)/2∑
k=−(n−1)/2
Fc=1
(
µ− ik
n
, Rc=1SD
)
. (14)
Using Eq. (7) and going to n times the self-dual radius, this can be recast into a
formula for F0A:
F0A(µ, nR
A
SD, q) = 2Re

 (n−1)/2∑
k=−(n−1)/2
f
(
(q + 2k
n
+ iµ)
2
, Rc=1SD
)
 . (15)
The 0A free energy at n times the self-dual radius is thus given as two times the real
part of the sum of n c = 1 free energies at self-dual radius. Since the coefficient in
front of the 1-loop term of each f is −1/12, this immediately shows that we have
succeeded in rearranging the terms so that they make sense from a type II string
theory point of view. It also means, by the result of Ghoshal and Vafa [2], that it
computes a sum of 2ReFtop on n conifolds.
We are now in a position to say something about the geometrical interpretation
of the 0A matrix model at n times the self-dual radius. It should correspond to a
certain double scaling limit of the topological theory on a Calabi–Yau with n three-
cycles that can shrink at different loci in moduli space. Call the distance to these loci
5We only get half since in the 0A theory, half of the states have to be removed [10].
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tk, k = −n−1
2
, . . . , n−1
2
. Then the limit described by the 0A matrix model is tk → 0
and gtop → 0 with
tk
gtop
=
(
q +
2k
n
)
+ iµ (16)
kept fixed6. Thus the Calabi–Yau must allow for all cycles to shrink simultaneously.
Note also that the matrix model, having only two parameters, describes a very special
limit of this geometry.
There are of course many geometries satisfying these properties, but some have a
more natural interpretation than others. As an example, let us work out the geometry
in more detail for the case n = 2. At twice the self-dual radius, the free energy is
(recall that Rc=1SD = 2R
A
SD = 1)
F0A(µ, 1, q) = 2Re
[
f
(
q − 1
2
+ iµ
2
, 1
)
+ f
(
q + 1
2
+ iµ
2
, 1
)]
= 2Re
[
Ftop
(
q − 1
2
+ iµ
2
)
+ Ftop
(
q + 1
2
+ iµ
2
)]
. (17)
We see that there are two loci in parameter space where the corresponding Calabi–
Yau should have conifold singularities. Note that, again, this is half the number one
would expect by a naive ground ring analysis. Following the arguments in [29], such
a manifold can be created by modding out the conifold st = uv + (µ − iq) by a Z2,
changing variables from (s2, t2) to (s, t), and deforming the resulting A2-singularity
by ±1
2
, leading to
st = (uv + µ− i (q − 1/2))(uv + µ− i (q + 1/2))
= (uv + µ)2 − 2iq(uv + µ)−M.
(18)
Just as at the end of the previous section, this procedure boils down to simply mul-
tiplying the equations for the loci of the single conifolds.
However, perturbatively we can rewrite Eq. (17) in several other ways, such as
F0A(µ, 1, q) = 2Re
[
Ftop
(
q − 1
2
+ iµ
2
)
+ Ftop
(
q + 1
2
− iµ
2
)]
(19)
= 2Re
[
Ftop
(
q − 1
2
+ iµ
2
)
+ Ftop
(
−
(
q + 1
2
)
+ iµ
2
)]
+ non-pert.
where in the first expression we have used Re[f(z)] = Re[f(z¯)]. The second expression
can be easily verified by examining the genus expansion. The detailed form of the
non-perturbative contribution was given in [10] for the case of q = 0. We might then
conclude that the resulting manifold is given by
st = (uv + µ− i (q − 1/2)) (uv + µ+ i (q + 1/2))
= (uv + µ)2 +M + i (uv + µ) . (20)
6Eq. (16) is the correct equation if the parameters tk are chosen so that all (tk)2 ln tk terms in
Ftop appear with the same coefficient, and up to an overall normalization.
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We claim that this latter manifold is the more natural one corresponding to the ground
state of the Fermi sea. (By general ground ring arguments [3], one can argue that
extra terms proportional to uv and 1 should correspond to excitations of the Fermi
sea.) The reason for this is that we can now make contact with the higher genus
analysis described in [21], which is equivalent to the Kodaira-Spencer description of
the topological string [30]. See also [4, 6], where similar techniques are used. To do
this we need to consider [10, 21] a superpotential given by
W =
M
D2
+
( µ
D
−X +
∑
t2kD
2k−1
)2
, (21)
where [D,X ] = −i. For the free energy we need not consider the perturbations and
we can put all t2k = 0. Hence, commuting everything to the right, and putting X = 0,
we find
W =
M
D2
+
µ2
D2
− i
µ
D2
. (22)
We see that this matches the structure of the expression in Eq. (20) for uv = 0 and
up to an irrelevant complex conjugation. For further details on how to perform the
higher genus calculations in this framework, see [21]. It would of course be very
interesting to see if the manifolds that are natural from the Kodaira-Spencer point of
view also allow for a more natural embedding into truly compact Calabi–Yaus.
For completeness, let us work out the case for fractional radii RA = RASD/n. In
this case, the 0A free energy should be written [29]
F0A
(
µ,
RASD
n
, q
)
= 2Re
[
f
(
q + iµ
2
,
Rc=1SD
n
)]
= 2Re

 (n−1)/2∑
k=−(n−1)/2
f
(
q + 2k + iµ
2n
,Rc=1SD
) . (23)
In terms of the Calabi–Yau, a natural interpretation of this sum, which contains n
terms, is that the total charge q and potential µ is associated to the n conifolds in a
specific way7.
7Running slightly ahead of the black hole part of our story, let us make the following interesting
observation. For the l′th conifold, say, the attractor equations [14, 15], fix the complex structure
moduli (including the imaginary part [1]) at the horizon to
CX l+1 =
1
n
(2l+ 1 + q + iµ)− 1, (24)
where 0 ≤ l ≤ n− 1. It is interesting to compare this with the energy eigenvalues of the 0A matrix
model [18]:
El = i(2l+ 1 + q + iµ). (25)
Given our identifications, and the fact that the topological partition function is peaked at the
attractor value [31], a relation between the attractor fixed point values and the energy eigenvalues
of the 0A matrix model is not unexpected.
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3 Black hole entropy and compact Calabi–Yaus
We now turn to the relation between matrix models and black hole entropy. In Ref.
[10], the relation SBH = −FMM/TMM is derived. FMM is in the canonical ensemble
and TMM = (2piRMM)
−1 is the matrix model temperature.
Matrix models are usually related to topological strings on non-compact Calabi–
Yaus. In the case of a compact Calabi–Yau the number of independent three-cycles
is b3 = 2(h(2,1) + 1), and these are naturally divided into symplectic pairs of A- and
B-cycles. The complex structure moduli space then has dimension h(2,1). It can
be parameterized by the periods of the holomorphic (3, 0)-form on h2,1 A-cycles, or
more invariantly by considering the periods on all (h2,1 + 1) A-cycles as projective
coordinates. For more details, the reader is referred to [32] for a review on the special
geometry of Calabi–Yaus.
We would like to think of the non-compact manifolds as local models for compact
Calabi-Yaus, and of the periods of the n A-cycles in these geometries as n true complex
structure moduli. This means there has to be at least one extra A-cycle “at infinity”.
In the formula SBH = −FMM/TMM , the left hand side is a function of the black
hole charges. Since the number of electromagnetic charges of the four-dimensional
black hole equals the total number of three-cycles, it is important to take the extra
A-cycle(s) into account when obtaining the dependence of the black hole entropy on
the charges in this framework.
In this section we derive an explicit correspondence between the 0A matrix model
at self-dual radius and a four-dimensional half-BPS N = 2 black hole on a compact
internal space with a conifold point. This involves finding charge configurations that,
through the attractor equations [14, 15], fix the moduli to a conifold point at the
horizon. Let us however stress again that this “decompactification” only takes place
near the black hole horizon, and only for quantities that are sensitive to the complex
structure moduli – the Newton’s constant being the most notable exception. We
will identify variables, thermodynamical ensembles and double scaling limits on both
sides, thus tying up one end left loose in Ref. [10]. We also verify that the Legendre
transforms, taking us from FBH to SBH on the black hole side [1] and from the grand
canonical to the canonical ensemble on the matrix model side, coincide as proposed in
Ref. [10]. Finally, we explore the large classical contributions present on both sides.
For a review on compactification in the black hole context, see Ref. [33]. In [10, 34],
two different ways to deal with the truly noncompact case by introducing cutoffs were
discussed.
3.1 Charges and decompactification
Consider for simplicity a Calabi–Yau M with just one complex structure modulus.
For example, one could think ofM as the mirror quintic, which has been thoroughly
studied in [35]. Extending the treatment to the general case is straightforward. We
choose a symplectic basis AI , BI , I = 0, 1 of H3(M,Z), which is such that the period
of A1 shrinks to zero at the conifold point. Let XI and FI be the periods of the
9
holomorphic three-form on AI and BI . Each pair of cycles leads to a four-dimensional
gauge field, and hence to an electric and a magnetic charge. Our objective is to express
the entropy of the black hole as a function of its electromagnetic charges qI and p
I .
Recall that the entropy is given by [1]
SBH(qI , p
I) = FBH(φ
I , pI)− φJ
∂
∂φJ
FBH(φ
I , pI), (26)
where φI are the chemical potentials conjugate to qI . FBH(φI , pI) can be obtained
from the topological partition function Ftop on the Calabi–Yau as [1]
FBH(φ
I , pI) = 2ReFtop(t, gtop). (27)
Here t = X1/X0 is a parameter on moduli space, and gtop is the topological string
coupling constant. The correspondence holds if Ftop is evaluated at
t =
p1 + iφ1/pi
p0 + iφ0/pi
, gtop =
±4pii
p0 + iφ0/pi
. (28)
We now want to compute FBH using matrix model technology. To this end we use Eq.
(7), and the fact that Fc=1 equals the topological partition function on the conifold
[2]. To be more specific, in the double scaling limit t → 0, gtop → 0 at constant
µtop ≡ t/gtop, the partition function is given by
Fc=1(µ = µtop) = ReFtop(iµtop). (29)
The equality (29) is valid only after appropriately fixing the gauge on the topological
string theory side, and up to large classical terms, on which we will comment in a
moment. Thus, Eqs. (7), (27) and (29) give FBH = F0A, upon identifying variables.
This is done by computing the ∼ (q + iµ)2 ln[(q + iµ)/β] contribution to the zero
order term of F0A, and its counterpart ∼ (p1 + iφ1/pi)2 ln[(p1 + iφ1/pi)/(p0 + iφ0/pi)]
in FBH . Doing this carefully, using e.g. Eq. (2.16) of Ref. [1], yields the identification
µ ≡ φ1/pi,
q ≡ p1,
β ≡ p0 + iφ0/pi. (30)
Note that β is to be considered as an independent variable. It appears only in the the
genus 0 and 1 contributions, exactly as p0 + iφ0/pi. Let us stress that µ is identified
with φ1, and not with p1.
With the correspondence (30) we have FBH = F0A, and the fact that µ ∼ φ1 shows
that the Legendre transforms on both sides indeed match8. Thus we have explicitly
8On the black hole side the transform really contains a −φ0∂FBH/∂φ0 term which is not present
on the matrix model side. Since β only appears in the genus 0 and 1 terms, this contribution only
contains non-universal terms. However, since we will be interested also in the non-universal terms,
we choose the black hole charges in such a way that φ0 = 0 in what follows.
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verified the conclusion that SBH = −F0A/TSD (Eq. (1.2) of Ref. [10]), where F0A
is the canonical free energy of the 0A matrix model, and TSD = 1/pi is the self-dual
temperature. To be precise, in this ensemble the identification of q and β is as in (30),
and instead of µ we now have N , which is the number of fermions measured from the
top of the −x2 part of the potential. This variable is to be identified with the electric
charge q1 of the black hole, and has expectation value 〈N〉 = −
1
pi
∂F0A/∂µ. Having
made the connection (30) we need to identify the double scaling limit on the black
hole side. Indeed, Eq. (29) is only valid in that limit, and thus it is only in this limit
that F0A correctly computes the entropy. Eq. (28) shows that the appropriate limit
is p0 + iφ0/pi → ∞ while p1 + iφ1/pi remains constant9. Hence p1 remains constant,
and using the attractor equations, it is straightforward to show that at least two of
p0, q0 and q1 go to infinity. The attractor equations also give the following condition
on these three charges:
p0Im(F0F¯1) + q0Im(F1X¯
0) + q1Im(X
0F¯0) = 0, (31)
where all periods are evaluated at t = 0. When the charges satisfy these requirements,
the Calabi–Yau will be effectively non-compact at the black hole horizon.
3.2 Classical terms
Next, let us consider the large classical terms appearing in the black hole entropy.
Computing the genus 0 contribution gives
FBH = 2Re
[
pii
4
A1(CX
0)2 +
pii
2
A2(CX
0)(CX1) +
1
2
(
CX1
2
)2 ln
CX1
CX0
+ . . .
]
, (32)
where terms that are vanishing or finite and regular in the double scaling limit have
been omitted. Here, CXI ≡ pI + iφI/pi, and Ai are numerical constants depending
on the Calabi–Yau. Explicitly A1 = (F0/X
0)|t=0 and A2 = (F1/X
0)|t=0. Note that
the first two terms become large in the double scaling limit.
In principle, there are large classical contributions also to the matrix model free
energy. Regularizing the potential of the c = 1 matrix model V ∼ −x2 according to
V (x) = −
x2
α′
+ Ax4, (33)
gives, up to numerical factors, a grand canonical matrix model free energy of the form
Fc=1 (µ, β) ∼
1
A2
β2 −
1
A
µβ − µ2 ln
µ
β
+ . . . (34)
We see that since we can identify CX0 ∼ β, CX1 ∼ iµ, the structure of this expression
is in complete accordance with (32). For the example of the mirror quintic, we
also checked that the sign of the leading term is the same in both equations. To
precisely match the two undetermined coefficients in (32), one would need to consider
a potential which is regularized by two coefficients, such as V ∼ −x2 + Ax4 +Bx6.
9Note that this limit coincides exactly with the usual matrix model double scaling limit [36]-[39].
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4 Conclusions and outlook
In this paper, we have studied the correspondence between matrix models, topologi-
cal strings and four-dimensional N = 2 half-BPS black holes. We have in particular
studied the relations between these systems for the case of the 0A matrix model
at multiples of its self-dual radius. When relating the matrix models to topological
strings, we have argued that it is more natural to match the matrix model free energy
to 2ReFtop than to Ftop. Consequently, the geometry naturally associated to the ma-
trix model at self-dual radius is the deformed conifold. This conifold can be viewed
as the “holomorphic square root” of the manifold that follows from the ground ring
equations. At multiples of the self-dual radius we again find such a holomorphic–anti-
holomorphic factorization, and the matrix model should be associated with certain
non-compact Calabi–Yau manifolds with n three-cycles that can shrink to zero vol-
ume. We found that it is plausible that such local geometries can be embedded in
compact Calabi–Yaus.
We noted that the matrix model free energies and the topological partition func-
tions need not match each other genus by genus. In particular, a mixing of genus 0
and genus 1 terms will occur. This ensures that the coefficients in front of the genus
1 terms on the topological string side are always −1/12 for both the holomorphic and
the anti-holomorphic contributions, as required for the resolution of compact singular
spaces by string theory.
Using the recently conjectured correspondence between topological strings and
black holes in type IIB string compactification, we were able to directly relate the
matrix model free energy to the one for the black hole. An important new point
here was that the theory is compactified on a compact Calabi–Yau, that through the
attractor equations develops a singularity only at the black hole horizon. This allowed
us to get a matrix model description of the black hole, in spite of the compactness of
the Calabi–Yau.
The relation was calculated explicitly for an internal space with a single conifold
point. The variables matched perfectly and we saw that the Legendre transforms
between the canonical and grand canonical ensemble on the matrix model side, and
between SBH and FBH on the black hole side were identical. It was also shown that
the large classical terms in FBH and FMM can be matched in form by regulating the
matrix model potential.
There has been much interest in the consequences of the topological string / black
hole relation recently, and it seems that many more interesting results in this di-
rection lie ahead. Let us mention some lines of further investigation related to the
results of this paper. First of all, it would be extremely interesting to understand the
nonperturbative corrections on the different sides of the story better. Many of the
models that we have mentioned are perturbatively equivalent, but have nonperturba-
tive differences. Studying these better, as well as their relations to black holes, may
give us some intuition about the correct nonperturbative completion of topological
string theory, and about the question of how unique such a completion is. A closer
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nonperturbative study may also lead to relations with the baby universes of [40]. In
this respect, the sums over different conifolds we have mentioned are also suggestive.
On a more technical level, the notion of the “holomorphic square root” of the
ground ring geometry needs to be made more precise. On a case-by-case basis, the
correct geometries are not hard to guess, but it seems that by using Kodaira-Spencer
theory a more rigorous definition should also be possible.
Another interesting point to work out further would be the actual embedding of
the local models into compact Calabi–Yaus. Ultimately, this leads to the intrigu-
ing mathematical question of which local Calabi–Yau manifolds allow an embedding
into compact Calabi–Yaus. Already in the two-moduli case this seems to be a very
nontrivial issue.
Finally, we repeat an open question that was mentioned in [10]: could we com-
pletely skip the topological string step and directly relate the matrix models to the
black holes? Since the black holes have an AdS2×S
2 near-horizon region, one would
expect the supergravity theory to be equivalent to a CFT1 on the boundary of AdS2.
It seems natural to relate the two factors of the matrix model partition function to
the two boundaries of this space. It would be interesting to make such a holographic
description precise.
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